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Vocabulary: Before they can read children are expected to understand, be able to 
recognise and to have experience of words that are required for daily living. 
 
1 Body parts  Every part must be known from head to toe, including such parts as 

eyebrows, fingernails, knuckles, palms, elbows, stomach etc. 
 
2 Clothing Every item which a child wears must be known and the child able to name it: 

skirt, tie, trousers, wellingtons, shirt, blouse, etc. 
 
3 Objects:  at home, in school and the classroom.  
Parents must concern themselves with teaching the names of objects at home. 
 
4 Gross motor actions:  These are activities involving big body movements and 

children should ‘experience’  
them and be able to recognise other children carrying out these actions: walk, run, crawl, 

climb, sit, roll, tiptoe, stretch, curl, twist, turn, stop, start, hit, push, pull, jump, land, skip, 
hop etc. 

 
5 Spatial relationships:  Simply put it means that a child should know where he or she is 

in space and how he or she relates to objects around or near him or her. 
 

(a) Directions: up, down, over, under through, up through, down through, to the right, to 
the left, left, right, forward, backwards, sideways etc. 

 
(b) Position: inside, outside, on, in , near, far, over, under, top, bottom, high, low,    
there, here, across, back to back, side by side, in front of etc 

  
6 Categories Words concerned with size, speed, consistency, eg. Similarity, difference, 

opposite, slow, fast, quick, bit, little, small, tall, fat, thin, high, low, different, same, wide, 
narrow, hard, soft, etc. 

 
7 Comparatives and superlatives : Slower, slowest, quicker, quickest, higher, highest, 

low, lowest, fast, faster, fastest etc. 
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To become used to the language and how to use it in play, write out lists of words and 
phrases under the appropriate headings and make up activities for the children.  After this 
has been done a number of times there is little need for it as it becomes artificial. 
It does make the parent conscious of the words children can absorb when playing and 
they begin to introduce appropriate words in spontaneous play situations. 

 
Gross motor actions     Activities 

 
Gross motor Actions: Run; roll; crawl; slide; hop; skip; bounce etc 
 
Directions: Down; through; up through; backwards; to the left; to the right; forward; 
sideways etc 
 
Positions: inside; outside; behind; in front; between; over; under etc 

     
 

The motor actions are ‘played at’ first then they are used with a directional or positional 
word or both as the children become more proficient and are seen to understand the 
words.  Parents may also participate by performing some of the activities while the 
children are asked ‘what’ ‘where’ and ‘how’ questions. 
 
Knowledge of body parts and body awareness 
 
When learning the body parts children should be asked to touch them, name them and 
find out how they relate to each other.  Being able to touch and name body parts on the 
opposite side of the mid line of the body and do it accurately is important. 
 
Children should also be able to name and recognise not only their own body parts but 
those of others. They should have practice in doing this not only while standing but in any 
position, e.g. lying on their sides, fronts, backs, upside down. 
 
They should also be schooled to touch and name parts they cannot see, e.g. bottom, 
shoulder blade, back. When their eyes are closed they must be able to touch all named 
body parts. 
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When a parent is playing wrestling for example, questions could be 
asked of the child when he or she is in many positions.  

 
‘Where is your nose?’ 
‘Hold my left hand’ 
‘Put your left leg round my waist; hold it with your right hand’ 
 
If the child is unsure of the name the parents should touch firmly the 
appropriate body part and name it. The child is asked to name it 
immediately and then asked again later. This is known as tactile 
feedback as the child may still have the sensation of touch in that 
particular body part. 
 
Singing games are another obvious, enjoyable method of training 
body awareness and should be used frequently.  Through this, 
awareness of rhythm is increased. 
 
 

Listening skills and auditory memory 
 

Listening skills are being practised when a short sequence of instructions is given and the 
child is then asked to carry out the instructions. 

 
Roll across the carpet in front of your Mummy. 
Stand behind the couch then hop towards the door. 
 
While these skills are being taught, parents should be aware of any 
new words they might wish to introduce and check that the children 
are acting out these words correctly. 
 
Tuck your head in 
Curl up into a ball 
Stretch out as you roll over sideways. 
 
Categories 
 
The words concerned with size, difference, opposites and similarities 
can be reproduced, eg. 
 
Roll quietly; hop softly; put your feet wide apart. 
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Language development using a ball 
(a) Possible new words and phrases: 

 
pat  balance aim  toss 
bounce  partner throw  bowl 
keep up  target  spin  underarm 
  

(b)  Possible words and phrases used when teaching                                 
the gross actions: 
 
e.g. throwing a ball 
Hold the ball firmly in the fingers. 
Stand sideways, one foot in front of the other. 
 

(c)   Listening skills e.g. throw the ball gently to me,            
       run round behind me then run back to the wall. 
 
 
Ref: Graded Activities for children with Motor Diff iculties James P Russell ISBN 0-521-33852-2 

 


